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regulations With Which an operator should normally comply
during operation of any vehicle. The relative rule set is based
primarily on the relative positioning and movement of other
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along the intended path.
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VEHICLE OPERATION CONTROL DEVICE
PRIORITY STATEMENT

the target spacing from a nearby vehicle, for example, a
leading vehicle and/ or passing or pacing vehicles. Therefore,
related technology Was dif?cult to reconcile the safety and

comfortable feeling in operation control.
[0001] This application claims priority pursuant to 35
U.S.C. § 1.119 from Japanese Patent Application No. 2004/

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

321147, Which Was ?led on Nov. 4, 2004, the contents of

Which are hereby incorporated, in their entirety, by refer

[0009] Embodiments of the invention provide for
improved vehicle control devices that address the de?cien

ence.

cies in the conventional art control devices in a manner that

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002]

1. Field of the Invention

can improve the safety and/or the comfort of the operator
and/or passengers in the controlled vehicle and thereby
promote more relaxed and secure feelings among the occu

[0003] This invention relates to a vehicle operation control
device.

pants during vehicle operation.

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Reference

improved vehicle control devices that utiliZe a combination
of both relative parameters and absolute parameters for

[0005] Adaptive cruise control devices are typically con
?gured for controlling the distance betWeen a controlled
vehicle and a leading vehicle While lane maintenance control

adjusting the operation of the vehicle, thereby providing a
range of adaptability not provided by conventional control

[0010] Embodiments of the invention provide for

devices are typically con?gured for controlling the position

devices that rely on either relative parameters or absolute
parameters for vehicle operation. As a result of the increased

of a controlled vehicle Within the intended or selected lane.
Both of these control devices are discussed as conventional

adaptability, operation of a controlled vehicle by control

technology concerning the vehicle operation control devices
in printed references including, for example, JP2003
48450A.

[0006]

These conventional vehicle control systems, hoW

ever, have several de?ciencies in that they can fail to

compensate safely for situations commonly encountered
during vehicle operation. One such situation occurs When a
controlled vehicle approaches a controlled street crossing
through Which the controlled vehicle does not have the

right-of-Way due to a stop signal, pedestrian traf?c, police
control or emergency vehicle operation. If the adaptive
cruise control is engaged and the leading vehicle enters goes

into and/or proceeds through the street crossing Without
stopping, the controlled vehicle Will typically folloW the
leading vehicle into the intersection absent some rapid

intervention by the operator.
[0007] Another situation occurs When the controlled
vehicle passes or is passed by an oncoming vehicle or
adjacent vehicle on a curved road segment, particularly if the
oncoming or adjacent vehicle does not maintain a centered
position Within its travel lane and approaches or crosses the

devices according to embodiments of the invention Will tend
to improve the safety and/or the comfort of the operator
and/or passengers, thereby promoting more relaxed and
secure feelings among the occupants of the controlled
vehicle.

[0011] Embodiments of vehicle operation control devices
according to the invention claim do not rely only on an
absolute rule set (the rule set comprising at least one rule)

derived from information available concerning the intended
path of the controlled vehicle, but instead de?ne a prelimi
nary rule set that may be adapted or otherWise modi?ed

and/or supplemented. The adaptations to the preliminary
rule set may be based on information concerning the road

conditions, adjacent or approaching vehicles or obstructions,
the intended route, the vehicle capabilities and condition, the

operator’s and/or passenger’s preferences and habits.

[0012] Accordingly, embodiments of vehicle operation
control devices according to the invention claim can adapt
the operating rule set in response to variations in external

environmental conditions and parameters, for example, dry
or Wet road surfaces, smooth or rough road surfaces, traf?c

control signal status, road signs, vehicular ?oW patterns,

intervening lane divider. In such situations, most operators
Would prefer to adjust the position of the controlled vehicle

tra?ic signs, intersecting, crossing or merging roadWays,

temporarily to a position Within the intended lane that is

roadWay. Similarly, information regarding surrounding

shifted aWay from the lane divider. HoWever, When a con

ventional lane maintenance control device is engaged, it
tends to center the controlled vehicle Within the selected

lane. By failing to account for the intrusion or potential
intrusion of other vehicles into the selected lane of the
controlled vehicle, the conventional lane maintenance con

length and radius of approaching curved portions of the
vehicular or pedestrian traf?c, such as a leading vehicle, a

folloWing vehicle, passing vehicles, pacing vehicles and/or
the location and extent of traf?c congestion can be acquired
and considered for adapting the operating rule set.

trol device decreases the safety margin and/or the comfort

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

level of the operator and/or passengers present in the con
trolled vehicle.

These de?ciencies associated With conventional

[0013] The invention Will become more apparent by
describing in detail exemplary embodiments thereof With
reference to the attached draWings in Which:

adaptive cruse control and lane maintenance control devices
typically result from the particular combination of ?xed or

[0014] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an embodi
ment of a Whole vehicle operation control device 100

[0008]

absolute requirements or parameters being used by the
control devices in directing the operation of the controlled
vehicle, such as lane selection and/or maintenance and
signal responses, or a set of relative requirements, such as

according to the invention;
[0015]

FIG. 2 illustrates an embodiment of a control block

diagram of a control device 18 according to the invention;
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[0016] FIG. 3 is a How chart illustrating an embodiment
of a How of vehicle operation control processing that can be

unless otherWise indicated, the term “acceleration” is
intended to encompass both acceleration and deceleration),

utilized for practicing the invention;

a yaW-rate sensor 5, a vehicle speed sensor 6, one or more

[0017]

radar sensor 7, an imaging sensor 8 and a vehicle navigation
device 9.

FIG. 4 is a How chart illustrating an embodiment

of a How of operation-characteristics setting processing that
can be utilized for practicing the invention;
[0018] FIG. 5A is the FIGURE having illustrated the
situation of approaching the crossing Which a red signal is
turning on, performing adaptive cruise control, FIG. 5B is

the FIGURE shoWing the speed change pattern (control rule)
based on each rule and FIG. 5C is the FIGURE shoWing the
change pattern of acceleration and deceleration based on

each rule (control rule);
[0019] FIG. 6A is a FIGURE illustrating the situation run
a curve Way performing adaptive cruise control, FIG. 6B is
a FIGURE illustrating the absolute rule combined-use area
in a curve Way, FIG. 6C is a FIGURE illustrating the speed

change pattern (control rule) based on each rule, and FIG.
6D is a FIGURE illustrating the change pattern of accelera
tion and deceleration based on each rule (control rule); and
[0020] FIG. 7A is a FIGURE illustrating the situation in
Which a vehicle operational control system according to the
invention performs adaptive cruise control functions as the
controlled vehicle approaches a curved portion of a roadWay
and FIG. 7B is a FIGURE illustrating the response of the
control system to an oncoming vehicle that approaches the
center line or lane divider as the controlled vehicle proceeds

along the curved portion of the roadWay.
[0021] These draWings have been provided to assist in the
understanding of the exemplary embodiments of the inven
tion as described in more detail beloW and should not be

construed as unduly limiting the invention. In particular, the
relative spacing, positioning, siZing and dimensions of the
various elements and/or vehicles illustrated in the draWings
are not draWn to scale and may have been exaggerated,
reduced or otherWise modi?ed for the purpose of improved

[0024] As Will be appreciated by those skilled in the art,
this particular set of sensors is not exclusive and other or

different sensors could be incorporated more closely align
the vehicle operation control sensors With the particular
environment in Which the vehicle operation control device is
intended to operate. Other sensors may include, for example,
tire pressure sensors, tire temperature sensors, suspension
setting sensors, fuel level sensors, and various engine man
agement sensors.

[0025]

As illustrated in this FIG. 1, an exemplary vehicle

operation control device 100 also includes a range of control
devices that may include, for example, a throttle drive
device 10, a steering drive device 11, a brake drive device
12, a gearbox controller 13, an infrastructure communication

device 14, an input device 15, alarm equipment 16, and an
external storage 17.

[0026] As Will be appreciated by those skilled in the art,
this particular set of controllers is not exclusive and other or

different controllers could be incorporated more closely

align the vehicle operation controllers With the particular
environment in Which the vehicle operation control device is
intended to operate. Other sensors may include, for example,

suspension controllers (for use With active suspensions),
WindoW shade controllers, environmental controllers and/or
poWer level controllers.
[0027] A control device 18 is the principal part of a vehicle
operation control device 100, and typically constitutes one
or more microcomputers. The control device 18 may be

con?gured or assembled from knoWn components including
various CPU, ROM, RAM, interfaces (I/O), and a bus or
other suitable con?guration for system communication. As

clarity.

the basic components are fairly conventional and, therefore,
Within the knoWledge and understanding of one of ordinary

[0022] Those of ordinary skill in the art Will also appre
ciate that a range of alternative con?gurations have been
omitted simply to improve the clarity and reduce the number

skill in the vehicle control arts, a detailed discussion of each
of the various components is omitted.

of draWings. Those of ordinary skill Will appreciate that
certain of the various of the control parameters illustrated in
the FIGURES or described in the speci?cation With respect
to the exemplary embodiments may be selectively and
independently combined to create other vehicle control
systems and methods useful for vehicular operational con
trol Without departing from the scope and spirit of this
disclosure.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE
EMBODIMENTS

[0023] Embodiments of vehicle operation supporting
devices that may be utiliZed for practicing the invention are
described beloW in reference to a number of FIGURES. An

embodiment of a Whole vehicle operation control device

con?guration according to the invention is illustrated in
FIG. 1. As illustrated in FIG. 1, an exemplary vehicle

operation control device 100 is provided With a variety of
sensors and controllers that may include, for example, an
accelerator sensor 1, a steering sensor 2, a brake sensor 3, a

G sensor (vehicle acceleration sensor) 4 (as used herein,

[0028] The control device 18 collects the information from
various sensors or other data receiving apparatus and, based
on this data and the operating rule set, determines Whether
modi?cation of the various operational parameters is nec
essary and the settings needed to provide the desired level of
control. Based on the information received from the various
sensors, additional data and current operational status, the
control device 18 determines hoW to adjust the settings of

various vehicular control functions including, for example,
a the throttle drive device 10, a steering drive device 11, a
brake drive device 12, a gearbox controller 13, based on the
collected information.

[0029] The control device 18 then, for example, performs
various vehicle operation control processing to provide an
adaptive cruise control that controls the speed of controlled
vehicle to maintain a generally appropriate distance and/or
time interval betWeen the controlled vehicle and a leading

vehicle (or the time interval detected betWeen tWo vehicles)
traveling in the same roadWay lane.
[0030] For example, the accelerator sensor 1 may be
con?gured to detect acceleration or deceleration initiated by
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the operator of the controlled vehicle or resulting from an
external cause, e.g., a change in the incline of the roadway

doWn Which the controlled vehicle is proceeding. A steering
sensor 2 may be con?gured to detect the amount of change

of the steering angle of the steering Wheel, the actual
position of the steered Wheels and/or other suspension
components. The brake sensor 3 may be con?gured to detect

the existence (On/O?‘) of brake operation by the operator as
Well as the relative magnitude of the braking effort the
operator Wishes to exert on the vehicle. The information

collected by the various sensors regarding the operation
and/ or con?guration of various components of the controlled
vehicle is then transmitted, at one or more substantially
constant rate(s) and/or one or more variable rates, to the

control device 18 for processing.
[0031]

The G sensor 4 may be con?gured to detect accel

eration along at least one reference axis, such as a central

longitudinal axis of the vehicle. Preferred embodiments of
the G sensor 4 are con?gured to detect acceleration along
more than one reference axis, e. g., longitudinal acceleration,
lateral acceleration and vertical acceleration Which detects
the acceleration of the vehicle along at least three reference
axes. The yaW-rate sensor 5 may be con?gured to detect the

angular velocity (yaW-rate) With Which the heading of the

imaging sensor 8 can recogniZe the control state (i.e.,

Whether the displayed lighting state (red, yelloW or green) of
a signal being approached by the controlled vehicle. The
imaging sensor 8 outputs picture information to a control
device 18.

[0035]

A vehicle navigation device 9 detects the current

position of controlled vehicle by determining the position of
the sensor portion of the controlled vehicle relative to a

series of geosynchronous satellites that form a global posi
tioning system (GPS). Car navigation devices 9 are also
typically equipped With maps that can be combined With the
detected position to illustrate the location of the controlled
vehicle. Depending on the complexity of the GPS system
and the accuracy of the maps used in conjunction With the
GPS information, the vehicle navigation system may be able
to identify potential routes to a destination based on various

operator selected criteria, e.g., fastest, shortest distance,
availability of particular fuels and no highWays. Other
criteria for route determination can include external data

such as construction alerts, bridge openings and isolated
pockets of traf?c congestion, Which may, in turn, be used to
evaluate a series of possible routes for identi?cation of the
“best” current route or a more suitable alternative route to

the intended destination. The structure and operation of
suitable GPS systems is sufficiently Well knoWn that one of

controlled vehicle is varying around an axis of rotation,
particularly in a direction generally perpendicular to the
central longitudinal reference axis of controlled vehicle. An

ordinary skill in the vehicular control technology Would
have both knowledge and understanding of this technology

embodiment of vehicle speed sensor 6 may include one or
more sensors con?gured to detect the rate of rotation of a

GPS system operation.

controlled vehicle Wheel and thereby determine the speed of
the controlled vehicle from the performance of the moni
tored Wheel.

[0036] Most GPS systems include a map data input device
that stores map data comprising, for example, road data,

[0032] A radar 7 assembly may be con?gured to emit light

Which the GPS system extracts the appropriate position data.

Waves, such as radiofrequency (RF) Waves, in continuous

The map data input devices may utiliZe one or more data

and/or, more frequently, pulsed emission modes in pre

scribed directions, angles and energies. A portion of these
RF signals re?ected from objects in the vicinity of the
controlled vehicle are, in turn, detected and analyZed to
determine the distance, relative velocity and the direction of
the detected objects, relative to the center longitudinal
reference axis and/or the current and/or anticipated direc

tional vector(s) of the controlled vehicle. Detected objects
may include, for example, the leading vehicle and/or oncom
ing vehicles, pedestrians and/or ?xed obstructions such as

guard rails, mail boxes and ?re hydrants.
[0033]

One or more controlled imaging sensors 8 may be

con?gured for attachment to various portions of the con

suf?cient to avoid any need for a detailed explanation of

index data, draWing data, available services, etc., from
storage devices selected from, for example, CD-ROM,
DVD-ROM, ?ash memory, a memory card, a hard disk or

other suitable data storage device onto Which the necessary
map data can be Written to or “burned” to provide local

and/or netWork storage.

[0037] The map data Will typically include both node and
link data Which together constitute the basic road data. A
node is de?ned at each point Where one roadWay crosses,

branches, merges or joins another roadWay With each link
being a portion of a roadWay betWeen tWo nodes. Consistent
With this terminology, a roadWay is de?ned as a series links
connected through a corresponding series of nodes.

trolled vehicle, particularly con?gurations that Will provide

[0038] The data for each link typically includes, for

images looking forWard and/or backWard from the con
trolled vehicle along the longitudinal reference axis. For
example, imaging sensors may be con?gured to utiliZe a
semiconductor device, such as a CCD (Charge Coupled
Device) and may be coupled With additional hardWare or

example, a speci?c identi?er or number unique to a single

softWare that provides processing and/or storage of the
retrieved images. The camera and/ or lens or focusing system

utiliZed in the imaging sensor 8 Will typically provide for
adjustment of shutter speed, frame rate, and the gain of the
picture digital signal as output to an image processing
portion etc. The softWare may include image recognition
code that Will recogniZe certain of the objects detected by the
imaging sensor.

[0034] When a tra?ic signal is installed the White line
position of right and left of a intended lane, and ahead, an

link (link ID); link length; link coordinates corresponding to
the starting point and the ending or termination point for the

link (latitude and longitude data); link con?guration (street
Width, tra?ic direction(s)); and link radius (curvature).
[0039] The data for each node typically includes, for
example, a speci?c identi?er or number unique to a single
node (node ID); identi?cation of each link that terminates at

the designated node; node coordinates (latitude and longi
tude) and other relevant node attributes; the point attributes
corresponding to each branch, uni?cation, merge and inter
section; and the installation coordinates (latitude, longitude,
and height from the ground) and the type of each traf?c
signal, road sign and traffic indicators (including those
painted on the roadWay surface).
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The vehicle control system can include a display

posted speeds, very sloW and stopped. The received road

such as, for example, a light emitting diode (LED) display,
a liquid crystal display (LCD) or other display means

traffic information can be displayed on the appropriate links
on the road map display provided on the screen of the
vehicle navigation device 9. This road traf?c information is
outputted to a control device 18.

[0040]

suitable for use in a vehicle. The display can be used to
indicate the current position of the controlled vehicle as an

overlay on map data using position data from the integrated
GPS system and surrounding map data retrieved from the
map data input device.

[0046] The information provided by DSRC transmissions
can include, for example, speed and position information for

[0041]

In response to the order signal from a control

manner, such as on a “blind” curve or other obstruction. The

device 18, the vehicle navigation device 9 outputs the

information corresponding to the oncoming vehicle is trans
mitted as the oncoming vehicle approaches controlled
vehicle. The information transmitted may include, for

current controlled vehicle position data to a control device

18. This data typically includes the road data (link data and
node data) for those portions of roadWays Within a pre
scribed distance from the current position of the controlled
vehicle.

[0042] Using the data from the navigation device 9 and the
other sensors, the control device 18 determines a target

setting for each of the controllers and the adjustment
required to achieve the target setting. Each of the controlled
devices then responds to the orders from a control device 18,

thereby setting the condition of, for example, the throttle
drive device 10, the steering drive device 11, the brake drive
device 12 and the gearbox controller 13. The throttle drive
device 10 adjusts the opening of a throttle valve or corre

sponding control to adjust the poWer output of the engine,
motor or hybrid poWer systems used to propel the controlled

vehicle. The steering drive device 11 adjusts the position of
the steering gear to maintain or adjust the direction of
movement of the controlled vehicle. The brake drive device

12 may be engaged by adjusting braking pressure poWer for
sloWing the controlled vehicle. The gearbox controller 13 is
used to select an appropriate poWer transmission setting for

utiliZing the current poWer output and achieving the desired
speed, acceleration and/or ef?ciency for the drive train.
[0043]

The infrastructure communication device 14 is

con?gured for receiving the variety of information from
external infrastructure equipment. For example, the infra
structure communication device 14 may be con?gured for
receiving short range or limited area communications, such
as VICS or DSRC. For example, the infrastructure commu

nication device 14 may be con?gured for receiving VICS
(Vehicle Information and Communication System) transmis
sions providing road traf?c information sent from the VICS
center via a PM broadcast office or a beacon or repeater

provided adjacent the roadWay. Or the infrastructure com
munication device 14 may also be con?gured for receiving

DSRC (Dedicated Short Range Communication) transmis
sions in narroW spaces such as ETC (Electrical Transfer

Control) for communication betWeen the roadWay and adja
cent vehicles.

[0044] The road traf?c information provided via VICS
may include, for example, traffic jam information identi?ed
by the coordinates of the affected links and/or nodes; a
qualitative assessment of the degree of traf?c congestion or
average speed for each link in the anticipated routes and/or

oncoming vehicles Where the vieW is obstructed in some

example, the type of vehicle approaching vehicle (car, truck,
bus), the speed of the oncoming vehicle, and the positioning
of the oncoming vehicle Within the travel lane(s), e.g., the
position Within the travel lane (centered, olfset toWard

shoulder, olfset toWard opposing traffic, in opposing travel
lanes) and, in multi-lane roadWays, the current travel lane,
over the center line, etc.). This oncoming vehicle informa
tion is provided to control device 18.
[0047] A touch screen, a series of mechanical sWitches or
other suitable sWitch, selector or indicator assemblies may

be combined With the display of the vehicle navigation
device 9 to provide an input device 15 that may be engaged
or utiliZed by the operator to set, adjust or respond to various
conditions in the vehicle operation control device and/or

vehicle navigation device. During operation of the vehicle
operation control processing mentioned above, alarm equip
ment 16 may be utiliZed for generating one or more types of
alarm signals to alert the operator to an unsafe condition or

signal a need for a necessary operator input.

[0048] An external storage 17 device may be provided
With the storage medium of a memory card, a hard disk or
other suitable storage medium to Which data can be stored

and from Which data can be retrieved. For example, the
external storage 17 may be utiliZed to store current and/or

historical information relating to various operational char
acteristics of the controlled vehicle. Such information may
include: the acceleration characteristics of the poWer plant(s)
utiliZed in the controlled vehicle, e.g., torque curves, poWer
curves, battery status and motor con?guration; the brake

system performance relating to vehicle Weight, tire con?gu
ration and compound, disc and pad material, caliper perfor
mance, brake system pressure and temperature. In response
to an order from the control device 18, the external storage

17 provides the requested information (such as various

operational characteristics).
[0049] FIG. 2 illustrates a control block diagram for an
embodiment of a control device 18 according to the inven
tion. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the control device 18 includes
a number of distinct functional blocks including a road

information acquisition part 21, a vehicle condition detect
ing part 22, a operational characteristics set part 23, the
operator preferences set part 24, and other vehicle informa
tion acquisition parts 25. The output data or signals from

traverse each link; regulation information, such as a high
Way entrance closing, lane closures, Work Zones and/or

various of these parts are then provided to an absolute rule
set part 26 and/or a relative rule set part 27. The output data
or signals from the rule set parts 26, 27 are then provided to

accidents or other obstructions.

the vehicle operation control part 28 for ?nal processing.

alternative routes; an estimate of the travel time necessary to

[0045] The degree of traf?c congestion may be is

[0050]

expressed in tWo or more evaluation stages including, for

acquire image information (e.g., the White lines de?ning the

example, above posted speeds, at posted speeds, beloW

right and left limits of a travel lane, traf?c signal state, etc.)

The road information acquisition part 21 can
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from an imaging sensor 8, and the vehicle navigation
information (road data corresponding to the roadWay for a
prescribed distance ahead of the controlled vehicle) from a
vehicle navigation device 9. In this manner, the road infor

mation acquisition part 21 acquires a variety of detailed
information relating to the conditions of the roadWay includ

ing signals, road signs, tra?ic signs, crossings, curved por
tions of the roadWay, etc., for a certain distance along the
intended path of the controlled vehicle.

trolled vehicle operational characteristics as provided by the
operation characteristics set part 23 and operational charac
teristics retrieved from the external storage device 17 for

adjusting the preliminary absolute rule set developed from
the data provided by road information acquisition part 21.
Examples of such modi?cations include, for example,
increasing the deceleration distance on the approach to a
crossing or a stop point to provide for a more gradual and

gentle stopping motion; modifying the speed at Which

[0051] The vehicle condition detecting part 22 detects the
vehicle operation state being set or imposed by the vehicle
operator When not performing vehicle operation control
processing. For example, the amount of operations of an

curved portions of the roadWay Will be traversed to limit
lateral acceleration and provide a more gentle ride, thereby
increasing the comfort of the operator and/or passengers.

accelerator, a steering angle, and the existence of a brake

tem according to the invention both de?nes a preliminary or
initial absolute rule set based on road pertinent information

pedal operation, the acceleration along at least three axes,
yaW-rate, and speed are detected for the controlled vehicle.
[0052] The operational characteristics set part 23 sets the
operational characteristics according to input from or his

torical information relating to the operator. Operational
characteristics are based on both the data received from the

vehicle condition detecting part 22 and/or the settings in the
operator preferences set part 24 discussed in more detail

beloW. Using this information, the vehicle operation control
system can determine the appropriate speed for travel
through an approaching curved portion of the roadWay to
ensure that the lateral acceleration remains Within both the

capability of the controlled vehicle and/or the preferences of
the operator.

[0057]

In this manner, the vehicle operation control sys

and can modify the preliminary absolute rule set in light of,

for example, various vehicle operational characteristics,
operator preferences, and/or type of vehicle.
[0058] The relative rule set part 27 de?nes a relative rule
set used for the control principle in the adaptive cruise

control and lane maintenance control operations directed by
the vehicle operation control part 28 is set up. In this manner,
the relative rule set part 27 can de?ne one or more the

relative rules to alloW temporary deviations from the abso
lute rule set in response to the relative operation of other
vehicles.

[0059]

For example, information corresponding to a lead

The curve radius information is obtained from the

ing vehicle, oncoming vehicles, passing or pacing vehicles,

road data corresponding to the link radius provided by the
vehicle navigation device 9. The operator preferences set
part 24 provides the controlled vehicle operator’s general
preferences With regard to various vehicle operational char

the last vehicle stopped in an approaching tra?ic jam, etc.,
may be detected by the other vehicle information acquisition
part 25. Based on this information, the vehicle operation rule

[0053]

acteristics (speed related With the curve radius in a curve

sets may be modi?ed as necessary to maintain a separation
distance betWeen the controlled vehicle and one or more

gentle ride, a moderate ride or a sporty or aggressive ride

other vehicles (e.g., maintain a separation time interval
betWeen the controlled vehicle and a leading vehicle) cor

based on the operator’s inputs or history.

respond to the vehicle velocity When leading vehicle exists

[0054] The other vehicle information acquisition part 25

and/or alter the position of the controlled vehicle Within the

Way, acceleration, yaW-rate) to provide, for example, a

can obtain radar information (the distance to the re?ective

object, the relative velocity and the relative position of the

selected travel lane to maintain or increase lateral spacing
relative to a passing or pacing vehicle.

re?ective object) from radar 7. Other vehicle information
including, for example, road tra?ic information may also be
received through infrastructural communication device 14

[0060] The vehicle operation control part 28 sets the
control principles or parameters for the adaptive cruise

and through receipt of oncoming vehicle information. Still

absolute rule set provided by the absolute rule setting means
26 set up and the relative rule set provided by the relative
rule setting means 27. In this manner, the vehicle operation

other information may be obtained With respect to the

leading vehicle, passing or pacing vehicles and/ or folloWing
vehicles and tra?ic ?oW conditions and vehicular status

along the anticipated route of the controlled vehicle.
[0055]

The absolute rule set part 26 de?nes one or more

absolute rules that Will be the control principle(s) for opera
tion of the adaptive cruise control and/or lane maintenance
control devices. Initially, the absolute rule set part 26 de?nes
an absolute rule set taking into consideration various road

pertinent information including, for example, tra?ic signals,
road signs, roadWay markings, crossings, upcoming curved
portions of the roadWay, etc., as provided by the acquisition
part 21. Such information may include, for example, stop
ping at a crossing at Which the control signal is displaying
a red signal at least 100 m before reaching the crossing;

stopping at a stop point (stop line); and sloWing to enter
curved portions of the roadWay.
[0056]

And ?nally, the absolute rule set part 26 de?nes an

absolute rule set Which takes into consideration the con

control or lane maintenance control operation based on the

control part 28 can de?ne and rede?ne a range of situation

speci?c control principle and thereby reduce the danger for
controlled vehicle and/or provide the operator and/or pas
sengers With a more safe and secure feeling.

[0061] Thereby, vehicle operation control systems accord
ing to the invention, are not constrained to a relative rule set
or an absolute rule set, but Will control the vehicle according
to control principles derived from both rule sets. For this
reason, this vehicle control device 100 can improve both the

overall safety of the vehicle operation While improving the
subjective impressions of the operator and/or passengers
With regard to the prudent and safe operation of the con
trolled vehicle.
[0062] FIG. 3 illustrates a ?oW chart re?ecting the opera
tion of an embodiment of a vehicle operation control system

according to the invention using a vehicle operation control
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device 100. As re?ected in FIG. 3, in Step 10 the system
determines Whether the adaptive cruise control or/and lane
maintenance control have been engaged. If these controls
have been engaged, the process proceeds to Step 30 While if
the controls have not been engaged, the process diverts
through Step 20 so that the necessary operational charac

teristics setting processing may be performed.

provide a safe stop generally Within the preferences of the
operator based on both the absolute rule set and the relative

rule set. By considering these various rule sets, the vehicle
operation control device can provide a range of stopping or

acceleration pro?les that take into account capability, pref
erences and the performance of other vehicles as illustrated
in FIGS. 5B and SC.

[0063] The operational characteristics setting processing

[0069]

of Step 20 is illustrated in FIG. 4 Wherein Step 22 involves
detecting a range of vehicle conditions, Step 24 involves
setup or reneWal of an operator’s operational preferences for

based on a relative rule Which refers the change pattern of

de?ning general operation characteristics for the control
system.
[0064] Returning to the process How illustrated in FIG. 3,
road information is acquired at Step 30, other vehicle
information is acquired at Step 40, an absolute rule set is

As illustrated in FIGS. 5 B and 5C, the control rule

the vehicle velocity and acceleration/ deceleration under the
relative rule is set up. The vehicle operation control part 28
sets up the ?nal control rule (control principle) to Which an

operator’s margin of safety degree is increased by basing the
control rule on both the relevant absolute rules and the
relevant relative rules.

[0070] When the controlled vehicle position is not leading

de?ned in Step 50 and a relative rule set is de?ned in Step

a group of tWo or more vehicles, relying on the relative

60. As Will be appreciated, Steps 30-60 may be performed in

behavior of the nearest leading vehicle of the group may

other sequences so long as the absolute rule set and the
relative rule set are both available for use in setting the

result in more aggressive braking than is preferred by the

control principles or parameters in Step 70. Step 80 involves
performing vehicle operational control according to the
control principle(s) de?ned in Step 70.

[0065] Thus, embodiments of the vehicle operation con
trol device 100 perform vehicle operational control accord
ing to control principle(s) based on both a relative rule set

that addresses the spatial relationship(s) betWeen the con
trolled vehicle and other vehicle(s) and an absolute rule set
that de?nes the bounds Within Which the vehicle operation

operator of the controlled vehicle as illustrated in FIG. 5B.
On the other hand, if the controlled vehicle relies on only an

absolute rule set, it may delay braking or produce extended

braking periods. If the controlled vehicle responds only
based on a relative rule set according to the relative motion

of the controlled vehicle and the leading vehicle, then the
controlled vehicle deceleration timing is also delayed to an
extend that the controlled vehicle may approach a stop line
much too rapidly to stop safely in the remaining open
roadWay. Therefore the control may become not suitable to

control device performs.

operator’s operation taste.

[0066] The example described beloW re?ects vehicle
operation control processing by a vehicle operation control

it is assumed that the closest leading vehicle of the group

device 100 according to an embodiment of the invention.
EXAMPLE 1
[0067]

FIG. 5A illustrates a situation Wherein the con

trolled vehicle is approaching a crossing at Which a signal is

expected While operating under adaptive cruise control. An
exemplary absolute rule set Which could be utiliZed based on
road information in such a situation could include rules

“proceed through the crossing if the signal is activate and
green,”“stop before the stop line if the signal is activated and
red” and “stop before the stop line if the signal is inactive.”
A corresponding relative rule set could include the rules
“stop before the stop line if pedestrians are present in the

crossWalk,”“stop if another vehicle is entering the intersec
tion,” and “maintain a tWo second folloWing period behind
a leading vehicle.”
[0068]

Here, if the decision is made to stop the vehicle, the

manner in Which the vehicle is stopped Will depend on the

speed of the controlled vehicle, the behavior of a leading
vehicle, the distance to the stop line at the time the decision
to stop is made and the level of deceleration that can be

generated by the vehicles mechanical and hydraulic systems.
In accord With the invention, the manner in Which the

vehicle is stopped may also depend on the operator’s normal

driving practices and/ or the operator’s preferences regarding
a preferred stopping procedure. The control principles that
control changes in the pattern of the controlled vehicle’s
speed and acceleration/deceleration With regard to an
approaching stop line or intersection Will be adapted to

[0071]

In such a case, as illustrated in FIGS. 5B and 5C,

may operate in a manner suitable for operation of the

controlled vehicle. An ideal operation of the controlled
vehicle according to this assumption is set up as the control
rule based on the absolute rule. Therefore the control gen

erally corresponds to the operator’s preferences.
[0072] When the controlled vehicle is the head of the
vehicles group, and in the condition of the controlled vehicle
may catch up With the front of vehicles group Which runs
sloW than controlled vehicle, the controlled vehicle may

perform deceleration control and adaptive cruise control for
front vehicle. HoWever, in case based on the relative rule

Which performs the adaptive cruise control to the tail end of
front vehicles group, the controlled vehicle velocity may
sloWdoWn than the front vehicles group temporary. That is,
not only Worsen the controlled vehicle operation comfort but
also the folloWing vehicles may sloWdoWn one after another,
therefore traf?c jam may occur.

[0073] In such a situation, the vehicle operation control
device 100 may provide an absolute rule that keeps the
velocity of the various vehicles in the group in order to
maintain the smooth tra?ic ?oW. And the vehicle operation
control device 100 performs vehicle speed convergence
control as a sloWdoWn starting for not falling beloW the front
vehicles group velocity Which Would result in the controlled
vehicle catching the front vehicles group.

[0074] The traf?c jam including the controlled vehicle
may occur When the controlled vehicle is not the head of the
vehicle group and the head vehicle do not have the above
mentioned management. In such a case, the operation con
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trol device 100 assumes that the head vehicle of the vehicles
group Would run based on above mentioned management.
And the operation control device 100 may set up the
absolute rule based on the ideal operation according to the

[0081] Apart from the above, such as a mountain road
Which may need an experience for driving, the operation
control device 100 Will detect the unsteady degree of the

above mentioned management. Thereby, the vehicle opera
tion control device 100 can keep the traf?c ?oW smoothly.

operation condition in the intended lane, and the side dif

[0075]

EXAMPLE 2
FIG. 6 A shoWs the situation of operation a curve

Way, performing the adaptive cruise control. In this situation,
the absolute rule Which is set up as a standard based on road

pertinent information is “sloWdoWn until the controlled
vehicle becomes predetermined vehicle speed front of the

steering operation of operator, the unsteady degree of the
ference degree in the intended lane by operator’s operation.
And the vehicle operation Will judge the degree to Which the
vehicle’s capabilities are suitable (or unsuitable) for driving
on this road. Based on this judging result, the operation
control device 100 may perform doWn control of vehicle
speed and acceleration. The operation control device 100
may be acceptable this additional control rule based on such
the above mentioned operator’s inherent absolute rule.

curve Way, and run the curve Way at said predetermined

vehicle speed”. The relative rule is “keep the prescribed
distance betWeen the controlled vehicle and the other
vehicle”

[0076] Here, the absolute rule used as a standard is applied
in the area (absolutely rule combined use area) illustrated in
FIG. 6 B. The range of safe acceleration and deceleration of
the operator is set up from a operator’s operation charac

teristics (the degree of acceleration and deceleration at the
time of the operator usually operating). For this reason, as
illustrated in FIGS. 5 C and D, the controlled vehicle may
sloWdoWn until the controlled vehicle velocity is deemed to
be Within the range of safe acceleration and deceleration
based on said the absolute rule as a standard and the range

of the safe acceleration and deceleration. And the operation
control device 100 may set up control rule (based on the

absolute rule) re?ected in the changed pattern of accelera
tion and deceleration When the controlled vehicle proceeds
through a curved section of roadWay at predetermined speed.
[0077]

It is useful that the operation control device 100

may set up the control rule based on the range of safe

acceleration and deceleration depending on the operation
characteristics of the controlled vehicle.

EXAMPLE 3

[0082]

FIG. 7 shoWs the situation of approaching the

oncoming vehicle to the controlled vehicle, When the con

trolled vehicle is performing the adaptive cruise control and
the lane maintenance control Which controls operation the
center of the intended lane, and the controlled vehicle is
operation the curve Way. In such the situation, the absolute
rule as a standard Which sets up based on the road pertinent

information is “sloWdoWn until the controlled vehicle
becomes predetermined velocity in front of the curve Way,
and run at said predetermined velocity” as Well as the

Example 2.
[0083] On the other hand, as illustrated FIG. 7 B, When
the oncoming vehicle is operation near the center line or
over the center line Which is betWeen the opposite lane and

intended lane, the relative rule is “keep the prescribed
distance to the leading vehicle, and run nearest the right side
of the intended lane Without near the center of the intended

lane” because the controlled vehicle may touch oncoming
vehicle When the controlled vehicle Will pass the oncoming
vehicle on.

[0078] And also, as illustrated in FIGS. 5C and 5D, the
control rule (based on the relative rule) illustrated the change
pattern of the vehicle speed and acceleration according to
the relative rule is set up. The vehicle operation control part
28 may set up the ?nal control rule (control principle) to
Which a operator’s degree of safety becomes higher based on
the control rule according to the absolute rule and the
relative rule. And the vehicle operation control part 28
performs control based on this control principle.
[0079] When the vehicles group is in front of the con
trolled vehicle and this vehicles group Will advance into the

[0084] The vehicle operation control part 28 sets up the
?nal control rule (the control principle) to Which an opera
tor’s degree of safety becomes higher based on the control
rule according to the absolute rule and the relative rule. And
the vehicle operation control part 28 performs control based
on this control principle. Therefore, even if the oncoming

curve Way, this vehicle group may sloWdoWn before the
curve. In case, When the controlled vehicle Will catch up

operation near the right side of the intended lane When the
operation control device 100 Will judge the controlled

With this vehicle group and perform the adaptive cruise
control, the controlled vehicle velocity may sloWdoWn than

vehicle Will be operation the blind curve Way based on a

the vehicles group velocity temporally. In this case, con
trolled vehicle driving comfort Will be Worse, and also the

navigation system, or prospect by the imaging sensor, and

behind-vehicles of controlled vehicle Will sloWdoWn one
after another, therefore traf?c How Will Worsen.

vehicle Will run over the center line a little, the operation

control device 100 can avoid the operator’s degree of safety
fall as it as possible.

[0085]

And also, the operation control device 100 can set

up the control rule based on the absolute rule Which is

coordinates position, shape of the curve Way on the vehicle
the lane maintenance control makes operate based on this

control rule. Therefore, the operator apprehension regarding
a possible collision betWeen the controlled vehicle and an

[0080] In the case of such a situation, a vehicle operation
control device 100 sets up the absolute rule as keeping the

oncoming, passing or pacing vehicle(s). Accordingly, the
operator’s degree of safety may be improved.

traf?c ?oW smoothly according to predicting the tail end

[0086]

vehicle speed in the front vehicle group. And a vehicle
operation control device 100 adjusts vehicle speed so that an

is performed Which is the controlled vehicle runs near the
right side of the intended lane on the curve Way, the degree

unnecessary sloWdoWn may not occur. Thereby, a vehicle
operation control device 100 can also maintain a traf?c ?oW

of margin to the lane line comes small. Therefore, depending
on this degree of safety or safety margin, the operation
control device 100 may have the additional control rule

smoothly.

When above mentioned lane maintenance control
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according to the absolute rule Which controls vehicle veloc
ity and acceleration along a particular curved section of

roadway, thereby improving the occupants’ degree of safety.
[0087] When the side lane operation vehicle (parallel
operation vehicle or oncoming vehicle) in front of controlled
vehicle exists near the intended lane, or said side lane
operation vehicle is moving to near the intended lane, or said

side lane operation vehicle is unsteady operation state, even
if the controlled vehicle performs the adaptive cruise control
based on the relative rule, the operation control device 100
may set up the control principle adding the other relative rule
Which is the vehicle velocity control Which becomes small
velocity difference betWeen the controlled vehicle and the

centered position to an offset position Within a selected
lane to increase the separation distance betWeen the
controlled vehicle and another vehicle.

4. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 1, Wherein:
the vehicle operation control means modi?es the operat
ing principles in response to information received from
the absolute rule setting device to accommodate an

operator preference.
5. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 4, Wherein:
the vehicle operation control means modi?es the operat

other vehicle or deceleration doWn control. Thereby, the

ing principles to increase the stopping distance and

operator’s degree of safety may be improved.

limit a stopping deceleration force.

[0088] When the side lane operation vehicle in front of the
controlled vehicle Will stop different lane, the operation
control device 100 may cancel said velocity control and

6. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 4, Wherein:
the vehicle operation control means modi?es the operat

deceleration control. Thereby, the operator’s degree of

ing principles to reduce speed through curved portions

safety may keep higher.

of a roadWay and thereby limit a lateral acceleration
force.

[0089] Although the invention has been described in con
nection With certain exemplary embodiments, it Will be
evident to those of ordinary skill in the art that many
alternatives, modi?cations, and variations may be made to

7. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 1, Wherein:
a road information acquisition device develops a road data

the disclosed methods in a manner consistent With the

set corresponding to an anticipated route for the con

detailed description provided above. Also, it Will be apparent

trolled vehicle.

to those of ordinary skill in the art that certain aspects of the

various disclosed example embodiments could be used in

8. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 7, Wherein the road information acquisition device

combination With aspects of any of the other disclosed
embodiments or their alternatives to produce additional, but

develops said road information relating to at least one
parameter selected from a group consisting of road condi

not herein illustrated, embodiments incorporating the

tion, road Width, traf?c control signals, road signs, traf?c

claimed invention but more closely adapted for an intended
use or performance requirements. Accordingly, it is intended
that all such alternatives, modi?cations and variations that
fall Within the spirit of the invention are encompassed Within

roadWays, curved roadWay portions, and road slope.

signs, crossing roadWays, merging roadWays, diverging
9. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 1, Wherein:

the scope of the appended claims.
an operational characteristics setting device develops a set

1. A vehicle operation control system comprising;
a road information acquisition device;
a controlled vehicle information acquisition device;
an other vehicle information acquisition device;

an absolute rule setting device;
a relative rule setting device,
a vehicle operation control device for controlling a con

trolled vehicle in response to operating principles
developed from information received from both the
absolute rule setting device and the relative rule setting
device.

2. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 1, Wherein:
the vehicle operation control device modi?es the operat
ing principles in response to information received from
the relative rule setting device to increase separation
distance betWeen the controlled vehicle and another
vehicle.

3. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 2, Wherein:
the vehicle operation control device modi?es the operat
ing principles to direct the controlled vehicle from a

of operator speci?c operational characteristics during
an operator’s operation of the controlled vehicle.
10. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 1, Wherein:
a vehicle condition setting device develops a set of

vehicle speci?c operational characteristics during
operation of the controlled vehicle.
11. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 1, Wherein:
an operational preferences setting device develops a set of
operator speci?c operational characteristics based on
an operator’s input.
12. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 1, Wherein:
a road information acquisition device develops a road data
set corresponding to an anticipated route for the con

trolled vehicle;
an operational characteristics setting device develops a set

of operator speci?c operational characteristics during
an operator’s operation of the controlled vehicle;
a vehicle condition setting device develops a set of

vehicle speci?c operational characteristics during
operation of the controlled vehicle; and
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an operational preferences setting device develops a set of
operator speci?c operational characteristics based on
an operator’s input.
13. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 12, Wherein:
the absolute rule setting device develops an absolute rule
set from one or more data sources selected from a group

consisting of a road data set corresponding to an
anticipated route for the controlled vehicle, a set of

operator speci?c operational characteristics, a set of
vehicle speci?c operational characteristics; and a set of

operator speci?c operational characteristics.
14. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 1, Wherein:
the vehicle operation control device provides an adaptive
cruise control function and a lane maintenance func
tion.

15. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 14, Wherein:

18. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 1, Wherein:

the operating principles are periodically revised in
response to the information received from the relative

rule setting device re?ecting changes in the other
vehicle information.

19. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 18, Wherein:

the operating principles remain Within operational bounds
de?ned by the absolute rule setting device.
20. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 1, further comprising:
an alarm for alerting the operator to potential violations of

the operating principles.
21. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 1, further comprising:
a failsafe rule set for reducing risk associated With

the adaptive cruise control function maintains a minimum
separation distance betWeen the controlled vehicle and
a leading vehicle.

unavoidable violations of the operating principles.
22. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 12, Wherein:

16. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 15, Wherein:

an operational characteristics setting device develops a set

the minimum separation distance is determined in light of

an operator’ s operation of the controlled vehicle includ
ing at least one of accelerator activation, transmission

at least one factor selected from a group consisting of

current speed of the controlled vehicle, brake system
capability, road surface condition and road surface
incline.

17. The vehicle operation control system according to
claim 1, Wherein:

the vehicle operation control device is con?gured for
selective engagement and controlled manipulation of at
least tWo vehicular controls selected from a group

consisting of a throttle, a steering assembly, a brake

assembly and a transmission, thereby operating the
controlled vehicle in a manner consistent With the

operating principles.

of operator speci?c operational characteristics during

settings, steering input and brake activation;
a vehicle condition setting device develops a set of

vehicle speci?c operational characteristics during
operation of the controlled vehicle including at least
one of vehicle velocity, acceleration, deceleration and

yaW-rate;
an operational preferences setting device develops a set of
operator speci?c operational characteristics based on
an operator’s input.

